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INTRODUCTION
The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 regulation 3 requires
employers to carry out an assessment so as to identify the areas of significant risk within their
business undertaking. Fire is considered a significant risk in any business activity but through
the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. Employers have a specific duty to carry
out an assessment of the risk of fire and the arrangements to deal with emergency situations.
The Order applies in England and Wales. It covers general fire precautions and other fire
safety duties that are needed to protect “relevant persons” in case of fire in and around most
“premises”. The Order requires fire precautions to be put in place “where necessary” and to
the extent that is reasonable and practicable in the circumstances of the case.
This fire risk assessment establishes the current level of risk from fire and the fact that those
in the buildings can be evacuated safely. The assessment will identify what needs to be done
to significantly reduce the risk of harm/injury and property damage. A fire safety plan will be
drawn up as this will establish the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The emergency exit doors.
The emergency exit routes.
The fire assembly Point.
The location and position of Fire Extinguishers.
The location of the service isolation points.
The location of any particularly hazardous areas within the premises.

The fire risk assessment will be communicated to all employees who may be affected by the
content of the assessment with clear and relevant information on the risks to them identified
by the fire risk assessment. Employees will sign to indicate that they have an understanding of
what to do in a real emergency. Any relevant non-employees will also be informed of the
relevant risks to them and provided with information about the fire safety procedures for the
premises.
The appointed person will constantly monitor what is being done to implement the fire risk
assessment in order to assess how effectively the risk is being controlled. Furthermore, if
there is any reason to suspect that this fire risk assessment has become invalid or there has
been a significant change in our premises that has affected our fire precautions, we will
review our arrangements and update this fire risk assessment.
This assessment has been developed to comply with the Health & Safety at Work etc Act 1974
and the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. The assessment is not a building structural
integrity survey. The assessment findings are based on the 5 steps principal of fire risk assessment.
No destructive methods have been used to further analyse the structure or the materials that have
been used during construction.
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS
Means of Escape:
This is the means by which people can safely leave a building to a point of safety in the event
of an emergency evacuation being required. In our premises the primary escape route will be
the main entrance but there are two other fire exits at the rear of the premises. All emergency
exit doors are available at all times that the premises are open to the public. The doors open in
the direction of travel. These doors are easy to open without the use of a key.
Emergency Lighting:
This is the means by which an emergency escape route is illuminated if the hard wire mains
electrical system should fail. These are lights that are powered by mains electrical with the
addition of a battery backup, to illuminate the light for at least 1 hour if the mains electrics
were to fail. The British Standard for Emergency Lighting is BS 5266.
Fire Alarm:
This is the means of giving warning in case of fire to all occupants of the building. The
system consists of three parts these being: Automatic Detection (smoke and heat) the
Manual Break Glass Boxes and the Sounder System. All three elements are electronically
linked together so that operation of the automatic detection or manual call point will operate
the sounders to give warning. The fire alarm will be tested at each break glass point weekly
and electronically tested by a suitable qualified electrician on a 6 monthly or annual basis as
determined by the system installed. The British Standard for a Fire Alarm System is BS:
5839. L (3).
Fire Fighting Equipment:
This is the provision if fire extinguishers in the public areas and in addition a fire blanket in
the kitchen in order that any outbreak of fire can be tackled in its early stages. This will be if
people feel comfortable to do so. Extinguishers are located next to final exit doors so people
can secure their escape route if necessary, there is also a fire extinguisher located in the
kitchen. A member of staff is nominated and trained in the use of fire extinguishers.
Escape Signage:
These are part of the passive measures to aid escape. All emergency exit routes are indicated
by signs that conform to BS: 5499-4:2000.
Doors:
There are no corridors in the building or doors which would benefit from intumescent strips
and flexible edge smoke seal.
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General
Hazard

Toxic Smoke, Heat, Burns

Risk

Fatality or serious injury due to burns; smoke inhalation or falls from height. Loss of
property and business continuity

The Buildings
Observations
The premises are of industrial type construction but the use as a children’s activity centre is
classified as D2 under the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987.
The premises are a single storey steel portal frame construction with external walls of
concrete block and fired clay brick to a height of 2.4m and profiled metal cladding with glassfibre insulation between the inner and outer sheets above. The roof is profiled (non-asbestos)
fibre cement to the outside and aeroliner foil insulation panels to the interior. The windows
are glazed with glass in a uPVC frame and the external doors are constructed of pressed steel
panels.
The internal ground floor is concrete. The internal partition walls are of lightweight stud and
plasterboard construction, internal ceilings are plasterboard with timber flooring to mezzanine
levels. Internal doors are of timber construction.
The premises is an end of terrace premises. The party wall between this and the adjoining
property is concrete block to full height and the steel stations are encased in concrete block to
protect against fire.
The premises consists of a reception area, a kitchen facility, a large open plan children’s play
area, 2 smaller children’s party rooms, a seating area for eating and drinking, store rooms and
WC facilities. There is an internal mezzanine floor area used for an office, staff room and
storage facilities.
The premises are generally considered to be of low risk, there are however, a small to
moderate number of instances of combustable materials and small number of flammable
liquids on the premises.
The premise is occupied primarily by employees (generally less than 12 at any one time) of
this organisation and children with parents that are using the facilities (generally less than 150
at any one time). Suppliers and other contractors may be present within the building from
time to time. Disabled persons may also be present from time to time and in the event of a fire
they can evacuate the premise safely by means of relevant evacuation routes in place at the
front and to the rear of the premises.
The company operates an end of day procedure for checking the premises before people leave
for the day to ensure that all electrical appliances have been isolated and that the premise is
secure with no potential risk of fire.
A designated fire assembly point is located in the front car park area opposite the entrance to
the building.
Fire extinguishers are located at each exit as well as in the kitchen area. A fire blanket is kept
within the kitchen area.
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The company operates a strict no smoking policy throughout the premises with signage being
displayed to remind visitors and contractors of the smoking law. The main persons at risk
within the premises include staff and general public.
Sources of Ignition and Fuel
Sources of heat or ignition that are present are in the form of portable and fixed electrical
appliances, extension leads, cooking appliances, the hard wiring of the building, the gas boiler
and smoking outside.
Sources of fuel were found to be, timber in the form of construction materials for internal
doors, mezzanine floors, counters, tables and chairs in the eating and drinking areas and office
furniture, cardboard and paper in the form of packaging and office documents as well as other
potential materials such as carpets and parts of the activity equipment, plastics were also
present in packaging and in some disposable utensils. Other combustible materials such as
crates and other packaging materials are also present.
A small amount of flammable liquids are present, including, solvents, paints, aerosol products
and domestic cleaning materials etc.
Initial Evaluation.
In view of the nature of our business, the materials used and the structure of the
premises including the systems that are already in place, the fundamental level of risk is
considered to be low.
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FIRE PREVENTION AND PRECAUTIONS
Combustable Materials, Gases and Flammable liquids
Control Flammable Liquids, Gases, Combustible Materials and Oxygen

Yes/No

Is there a large amount of combustible materials?

Yes

Are all flammable liquids stored in a flameproof store or locker?

Yes

Are flammable and compressed gases stored in a compound or cage?

No

Are flammable liquids kept in small amounts ready for use?

Yes

If dangerous substances are, or could be used has a DSEAR assessment been carried out?

No

Are flammable liquids that are ready for use kept in flame and spill proof containers?

Yes

Are there bins with lids on for the disposal of combustible materials?

Yes

Are combustible materials removed from the building regularly?

Yes

Can the amount or use of flammable liquids be reduced?

Yes

Is there a “Hot Works Permit” system in place?

No

Are contractors questioned over hot work processes?

No

Is there an issue relating to Arson?

No

History of fire on the premises?

No

Is there a ventilation system?

No

Observations
There is a small to moderate level of combustable materials and a small amount of flammable
liquids upon the premises, although the control of these products is well managed at the
premises.
Combustible materials such as packaging etc are kept to a minimum and removed on a
regular basis. Flammable liquids are not stored in a flame proof store or locker, but are kept in
minimum quantities in an area free from any source of ignition.
Compressed carbon dioxide is used in the kitchen server area for the sale of carbonated drinks
Any flammable liquid products present are in the form of paints, aerosols and cleaning
products are stored in spill-proof containers that are generally kept to a minimum, there is no
scope for reducing the quantity of these materials kept on the premises.
No DSEAR assessment has been undertaken.
Bins are located in a small number of locations for both staff and public disposal of general
waste which does from time to time contain combustable materials, all bins are provided with
lids.
There has never been arson attacks observed at the premises or in the immediate vicinity. and
there are no known incidents of fire of any kind at the premises.
There is a mechanical ventilation system which services the areas of high activity such as the
children’s activity, but the remainder of the premises is ventilated naturally with a small
number of mechanical exhausts being present in some areas dependant on use.
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Actions
Ensure that all flammable liquid products such as aerosols etc., are returned to their
designated storage area when not in use. Consider providing a flame retardant cabinet to store
paints with the relevant safety signage clearly displayed externally to indicate their presence.
Undertake a DSEAR assessment as soon at the earliest opportunity
Continue regular workplace inspections in order to monitor any bad practises or deterioration
in the condition of work equipment. In particular check that combustible materials are not
stored near to electrical appliances, heaters or any other areas with ignition sources and are
moved daily at a minimum.
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Fire Alarms and Detection
Fire Alarms and Fire Detection

Yes/No

Is there a fire alarm system in place? -

Yes

Does the alarm system appear to be sufficient?

Yes

Is there a fire detection system in place such as heat or smoke?

Yes

Does the fire alarm system indicate which zone the fire is in?

Yes

Does the fire alarm have a staged or phased evacuation?

No

Is the system connected to a monitoring service?

No

Are all exits covered by a fire alarm call points?

Yes

Does the fire alarm have a suitable audible sounder?

Yes

Does the fire alarm have a flashing beacon to alert those in noisy areas?

Yes

Observations
The premises have a fire alarm system installed.
The fire alarm system installed in the premises is effectively a single zone system that has the
support of smoke detection accessories and is considered sufficient for the scope of use at the
premises. The fire alarm can also be triggered by a number of break glass buttons that are
located throughout the building. The alarm system is tested once a week and records of the
testing are formally kept.
The fire alarm system does not include for staged or phased evacuation and is not connected
to any form of monitoring service where the fire service would automatically be alerted if the
fire alarm were to be triggered. None of these services are deemed necessary.
All exits are covered by fire alarm call points
The fire alarm is serviced by an external contractor (Premier Electrical) on an annual basis
and was last attended in August 2018.
The alarm externally features a siren and intermittent beacon.
Actions
Continue to ensure that regular testing of the buildings fire alarm system, smoke detection
and break glass points are carried out to ensure that all are fully operational and that formal
records of testing are maintained.
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Fire Extinguishing Equipment
Fire Extinguishing Equipment

Yes/No

Is there a sprinkler system installed?

No

Is the sprinkler system connected to the fire alarm, detector system?

No

Is there a dry or wet riser in the premises?

No

Are there sufficient fire extinguishers installed in all parts of the building?

Yes

Are the extinguishers of an appropriate type?

Yes

Is there trained staff to operate fire extinguishers?

No

Have the extinguishers been inspected in the last twelve months?

Yes

Is there sufficient provision for Fire Service access?

Yes

Is there any other fire fighting equipment in the premises?

No

Observations
The building does not include a sprinkler or riser system.
Fire extinguishers are present throughout the premises. Extinguishers are located next to final
exit doors so people can secure their escape route if necessary, there is also a fire extinguisher
located in the kitchen.
The extinguishers were last inspected in January 2018 and are subject to periodic service inspection
by Cowley Fire Services, with regular visual inspections of the extinguishers carried out by
ourselves.
Where relevant some employees are given fire safety and fire extinguisher training in order to
tackle a small fire if the need were ever to arise.
Actions
Ensure that as part of regular checks and inspections of the premises that all fire extinguishers
are in the correct location, are wall mounted, have the relevant signage displayed to indicate
type and use, that the safety pin is securely in place and there is no obvious signs of damage.
Ensure to review any fire safety training that employees have received in the past to establish
continued levels of competency in the safe use of fire fighting equipment (extinguishers) and
procedures. This would then provide employees with the relevant knowledge and skills to
tackle a small fire if the need were ever to arise.
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Means of Escape and Evacuation
Means of Escape and Evacuation

Yes/No

Is there a signing in system in place for or in the event of a fire evacuation?

Yes

Is there a Fire Action Plan in place?

Yes

Is the Fire Action Plan communicated to all staff?

Yes

Is there an evacuation “Grab” file ready?

No

Is there a site visitor “Induction” process?

No

Do all one way escape routes comply with travelling distance? (A=60m, B=45m, C=25) 2 Doors

Yes

Are all escape routes under maximum travelling distance?

Yes

(A=25m, B=18m, C=12) 1 Doors

Where is the nominated assembly point/s?

Car Park

Are the assembly points indicated in a relative or final place of safety?

Yes

Are there any fire protection routes for means of escape?

Yes

Are there any areas / rooms compartmentalised / protected?

Yes

Do any rooms have false ceilings and have they been inspected?

No

Are all escape routes easily identifiable, unobstructed, and illuminated?

Yes

Are any “Dead Ends” protected and or detected suitably?

Yes

Are there any “Inner Rooms” and are they protected and or detected suitably?

Yes

Are there any external fire escapes?

No

Are all cupboard or store rooms signed and kept locked?

Yes

Will a fire or the effects of fire go undetected and compromise exits?

No

Do all final exits open in the direction of travel, easily and without a key?

Yes

Do all fire doors have self-closing mechanisms?

Yes

Do all fire doors have intumescent and cold smoke seals fitted?

No

Are all fire doors kept closed?

Yes

Are there trained personnel, marshals / wardens / for disabled evacuation?

No

Is there a “GEEP” or any “PEEP”s in place?

No

Is there adequate emergency lighting where necessary?

Yes

Is there emergency lighting outside by final exits and external routes?

Yes

Is there adequate detection, heat or smoke, where necessary?

Yes

If people sleep in the building is there an early warning system?

N/a

Are doors wide enough taking into consideration that the largest door is unavailable?

Yes

Are there steps or stairs on route to the place of safety?

Yes

Is there a refuge area?

No
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Observations
There is a public signing in and out system in place at the reception counter, this document
would be used for role call purposes at the designated assembly point in the event of a fire.
Visitors do not undertake
The current emergency plan in place for the building in the event of a fire is for staff to
communicate to the general public, the location and route to, the nearest appropriate fire exit,
and also to any other persons that might be in the building at the time of a fire. The staff will
also communicate the location of the general assembly point and conduct a role call from the
signing in and out register as soon as practical.
Grab files are not located by the exits.
There are enough suitable emergency exits points located on the ground floor within the required
distances from any part of the premises. One to the front and two to the rear of the building for
people to use in the event of a fire or emergency evacuation. Except as a last resort the exit
through the kitchen area will not be used as a fire escape but in the event it is, brings the total
number of exits to four. The exit points to the rear of the premises are not observable from all parts
of the building but the only available positions for additional directional signage is felt not to
provide a significant improvement of the situation. All fire doors are outward opening (in
direction of travel)
A fire drill / evacuation is carried out bi-annually and documented.
A designated fire assembly point is located in the front car park area opposite the entrance to
the building.
As simple evacuation diagram has been created and is displayed at several points within the
building.
There are two enclosed party rooms which do not have false ceilings but do contain fire
detection devices.
There are three storage areas. One is located on the mezzanine and is accessed by a latched
gate, it is located close to the manned reception area and open plan, any attempts at entry by
the public can be observed and thwarted quickly. The other two storage areas are protected by
a code locked door.
An emergency lighting system is installed throughout the premises to provide a safe exit of
the building in the event of a fire, power failure or emergency evacuation. Regular testing of
the system is carried out.
Actions
Continue to carry out regular (monthly) tests of our emergency lighting, maintaining records
in the process.
Ensure a minimum of two fire drills / evacuations a year (not within the same six months) are
undertaken and maintain records of these. This will ensure that a level of understanding of fire
evacuation procedures and continuity is established for the staff and service users.
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Carry out robust fire safety checks throughout these premises on a weekly basis. The checks
must ensure that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Escape routes and fire exits remain clearly identified and accessible at all times.
Fire extinguishers are accessible and maintained in a good condition.
Housekeeping is maintained to high standards in all work areas.
Site security is checked and maintained particularly at night.
Any portable appliances are maintained in a good condition and managed safely
during and after use.
6. Any kitchen and laundry appliances are checked, maintained and managed safely
during and after use.
Ensure a copy of the floor plan is available for the emergency services in the event of a fire
emergency. Consider creating a fire information folder containing this information. The folder could
be sited adjacent to the exit points from the building so that a member of staff may easily retrieve
the folder when leaving the building in the event of a fire emergency.
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Fire Extinguisher and Evacuation Signs
Fire Extinguisher and Evacuation Signage

Yes/No

Do all fire extinguishers have signs indicating type and use?

Yes

Are all fire points indicated with blue and white fire action signs?

Yes

Are the action cards simple enough to be suitable?

Yes

Are all fire blankets indicated?

Yes

Is there sufficient escape route signage (running person signs)?

Yes

Are signs suitable for all used languages on the premises?

Yes

Are the fire exits indicated with running person signs?

Yes

Is there” keep clear fire exit signs” on all external doors?

No

Do all fire doors have “Fire door keep closed signs” where necessary?

No

Any matters with signage to give cause for concern? – (specify if yes)

No

Observations
A fire blanket is present in kitchen area within the building.
Display of fire safety signage and signals are present throughout the building indicating type
and use of fire extinguishers, running person signs and directional arrows clearly indicating
the nearest exit points etc. It would therefore be easy to identify the nearest emergency exit
and assembly point or for visitors and contractors to know what to do and where to go in the
event of a fire.
There are no signs to the rear fire doors instructing people to keep them clear and closed.
Actions
Consider fitting ” keep clear fire exit” and “Fire door keep closed” signs on the outside of all fire
exit doors around the premise so that they do not get blocked with obstructions.
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Management of the Fire Systems
Principles

Yes/No

Is the fire alarm sounded on a weekly basis and documented?

Yes

Are all fire alarm call points tested to sound the alarm in rotation and documented?

Yes

Is the fire alarm inspected and tested on a 6/12 monthly basis and documented?

Yes

Is the emergency lighting tested on a monthly basis and documented?

Yes

Is the smoke/heat detection inspected and tested on a 6 monthly basis and documented?

Yes

Are fire drills carried out and documented?

Yes

Date of last portable appliance test by a competent person?

Not Available

Date of last fixed wire installation test by a competent person?

10 April 2013

Date of last Gas inspection by a competent person?

2 May 2017

Observations
The fire alarm is tested each week. The alarm is also inspected and tested on an annual basis
by an external fire alarm engineer. (Premier Electrical)
Fire drills/evacuations are carried out bi-annually and the results recorded in the fire log.
The emergency lighting is tested on a monthly basis and the results recorded in the fire log.
Details of the last fixed electrical periodic inspection report were taken from the previous fire
risk assessment undertaken by the previous owner, although no supportive evidence has been
located.
Actions
Continue to test the fire alarm on a weekly basis and document the details.
Continue to test the emergency lighting in the building on a bi-monthly basis and document
the details.
Continue to practice fire drills at least bi-annually and record the findings in the fire log.
A new gas safety certificate should be obtained as a matter of urgency and the company
should ensure the gas appliances are checked annually and on time going forward.
A fixed electrical periodic inspection report should be obtained as a matter of urgency and the
company should ensure the fixed electrical installations are checked at least every five years
and on time going forward. The person carrying out the inspection must provide a certificate
of conformance.
Portable appliance testing should be undertaken and the results recorded as a matter of
urgency.
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Overall Risk Evaluation
Risk Evaluation

Yes

Are the controls in place adequate for the level of risk?

✓

Based on the controls in place the level of risk from fire is considered to be low.
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No

(Car Park)

(last cupboard adjacent to
outside wall in servery)

Gas Isolation Point

Electricity Isolation Point

Fire Extinguisher

Evacuation Route

Emergency Exit

Evacuation Plan
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Fire Risk Assessment Update History
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